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Collecting South Asian Art in a Non-Western Institutional Context
Saturday, February 6th 2016, 2:30pm - 4pm, 3rd floor auditorium

The 2014 Dhaka Art Summit invited panelists from the Tate Modern, the British Museum, the Guggenheim, and the Centre Pom-
pidou to speak about the proposed plans and resulting responsibilities as these Western institutions have been increasing their 
collections of Art from South Asia. Following this panel, the 2016 Dhaka Art Summit invites panelists from both private and public 
institutions to discuss the challenges and possibilities of collecting art and archives from South Asia in a non-Western context. Su-
hanya Raffell, Deputy Director and Director of Collections at the Art Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia, will speak 
about her current role as well as the instrumental work she did to set up the Asia Pacific Triennial, one of the most important events 
for the South Asia region which also builds the collection of the Queensland Art Gallery in Brisbane. Roobina Karode, Director 
and Chief Curator at the Kiran Nadar Museum of Art (KNMA) in New Delhi, will discuss her work developing India’s largest private 
museum, which is currently housed in a shopping mall and free to the public. Hammad Nasar, Head of Research and Programmes 
at the Asia Art Archive, Hong Kong, will speak about AAA’s work collecting archives in the region and making them accessible digi-
tally as well as in Hong Kong. Rina Igarashi from the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum in Japan will discuss her over two decades long 
experience conducting research and collecting art from Bangladesh and her work developing the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale, an 
exhibition that helps build the museum’s extensive collection of South Asian art.  Many of the most celebrated works at the 2014 
Dhaka Art Summit were commissioned by the Sharjah Art Foundation, and Sheikha Hoor al Qasimi will discuss the history of the 
collection and the commissioning process for the Sharjah Biennial as well as the Sharjah Art Foundation collections. Faizul Latif 
Chowdhury, Director General of the Bangladesh National Museum, will discuss the foundation’s history as a collecting institution 
and the new turns the institution is taking under his leadership. This conversation will be moderated by Beatrix Ruf, the Director 
of the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, who is responsible for the development of some of the leading collections in the world.

Talks Programme, Collecting South Asian Art In a Non-Western Institutional Context, (left to right) Sheikha Hoor Al Qassimi, Roobina Karode, Rina Igarashi, 
Suhanya Raffell, Hammad Nasar and Beatrix Ruf. Photo courtesy of the Dhaka Art Summit and Samdani Art Foundation



Moderator: 
Beatrix Ruf (BR) - Director, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.

Panelists:
Hammad Nasar (HN) - Head of Research and Programmes, Asia Art Ar-
chive, Hong Kong.

Suhanya Raffel (SR) - Deputy Director and Director of Collections, Art 
Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.

Rina Igarashi (RI) - Curator, Fukuoka Asian Art Museum and Developer 
of the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale, Japan.

Roobina Karode (RK) - Director and Chief Curator, Kiran Nadar Muse-
um of Art, New Delhi, India.

Sheikha Hoor Al Qasimi (SHAQ) - Chairperson, Sharjah Art Foundation, 
Curator of Sharjah Biennale 6, Sharjah, UAE. 



Beatrix Ruf (BR): This panel could speak for hours and on the panel, amazing personalities who not only initiated projects but 
really were deeply involved in creating realities and that is an amazing thing to do - to start things- and I hope very much that we 
get to see and hear a lot about how people initiate their projects or get involved in initiating projects: what kind of models does 
one look at, or does one reject also, in creating new models of institutions, collections and productions, and also how the actual 
productions of realities that you are all involved in, can in the long term creates archives, virtual or real archives, physical archives, 
and how that develops history and writes history into the future. 

My position here is really only to give you a bit more insight about every individual speaker. And we thought we would start with the 
material archives and with Hammad Nasar, who is the Head of Research and Programmes of the Asia Art Archive as you’ve heard 
already, in Hong Kong. We had the great pleasure of meeting here last time in Dhaka and I’ve followed his exciting work since then. 
The Asia Art Archive was formed in 2000 in response to an urgent need to document and secure multiple recent histories of con-
temporary art in the region. Hammad Nasar joined the Archive in 2012 and has worked in developing the collection of the archive 
and building up its own platform for research and increasing collaborations across the regions, including the Dhaka Art Summit, 
he has joined several times already and is working closely, on a number of projects in India which include the digitisation of Geeta 
Kapur and Vivan Sundaram’s archives.

Hammad Nasar (HN): Today I want to talk about how we construct pasts and imagine futures. So, Iftikar Dadi, in a previous session, 
talked about how it is imperative for us collectively, as a cultural field to be imagining our futures. And for that I think, we need to 
be constructing pasts.



And constructing the pasts, like the Great mud Mosque of Timbuktu, the past has to be constantly constructed. These things have 
to be repaired after every rainy season and they are repaired by the community coming together. And in some ways, museums, 
archives and their collections, are also the instruments out of which collective memory can be created.

So what do we do at the Asia Art Archive? We like to think of ourselves as an invitation to collaborate and respond to the multiple 
realities that shape our world. How do we do that? By treating art as a form of knowledge and thinking about how do we create 
new knowledge and then share it. Why do we do this? 

In the words of Chen Kuan Hsing, the Taiwanese social scientist, it’s really so that different points in Asia can become each others 
points of reference. So this idea of fashioning, we heard some talk yesterday about how do we get beyond colonialism, and I think 
at least part of the answer has to be to fashion different points of reference for each other. And in some ways, that’s also thinking 
about how we at the Archive help throw some grit into the smooth functioning of e-flux global, which tends to flatten the world out 
so that everything resembles each other. How do we cause a wobble or two in that? 



How do we do that? We do that through collections, both physical, accessible in our main library space in Hong Kong, but also in 
our satellite presences in New York and in Delhi, but mostly, we do it through a digital collection.  But, we also engage multiple com-
munities through a variety of programmes. I’m just going to share with you a few examples of these collections and programmes 
and then hopefully we will have the opportunity to discuss what these programmes can do in conversation with other institutions 
and other collaborators. 



I’m going to start with The Baroda Archives. One of the panels yesterday was very heavily focussed on the role of art education 
and what that can do, and I think for us it is very important to realise that arts and artists of course, though central, they don’t live 
in a vacuum. There is the history of art, and history itself is also the history of the ecosystem. And the art school is the centre of 
that ecosystem.  So, while in Asia we may not have the grand museums or the large art history departments, there are many, many 
different arts schools and histories of pedagogy and Baroda is one. 

One of the things that makes Baroda special is its commitments to the major artists and scholars, one of them being Jyoti Bhatt, 
K.G. Subramanyan, Gulammohammed Sheikh, Ratan Parimoo, together for this idea called the Living Tradition. How does the con-
temporary get rooted in the Modern or Pre-modern? How does it connect to the folk? What kind of ruptures can that cause in this 
sort of free-floating global?  This was their project. 

Through their diaries, through photography, and even through failed attempts at changing the syllabus to reflect that, this material 
can then become available. To look at what kind of infrastructure it could become. 



This, for example is the most concrete example of an infrastructure. Jyoti Bhatt when he was a student of the Pratt in the 1960s in 
New York made detailed copies of their printing presses. When he came back to Baroda these were fabricated and that became 
the printing department at Baroda. 

This for example is the most concrete example of an infrastructure. Jyoti Bhatt when he was a student of the Pratt in the 1960s in 
New York made detailed copies of their printing presses. When he came back to Baroda, these were fabricated and that became 
the printing department at Baroda. 



Of course magazines and journals are also parts of infrastructure - infrastructure of knowledge, as are friendships and camps.  
Some of these magazines and journals are present in our booth, here at the Dhaka Art Summit. 

This comes from another archive, The Archive of Geeta Kapur and Vivan Sundaram. Vivan gave you a talk earlier this afternoon 
about his personal collections and archives. And here we are looking at a camp where sculptors are working together and crafting 
a practice. 

Geeta’s exhibitions and her curations. This exhibition took place at the Royal Academy in London, in 1982. So, also looking at where 
these exhibitions take place and how they frame India. So please note, The Festival of India.



From one exhibition to another exhibition, another archive. This of the London-based Pakistani born artist-curator, publisher and 
polemicist, Rasheed Araeen. And his seminal exhibition, The Other Story, which in 1989 put twenty-four artists from South Asia and 
Afro-Caribbean descent, trying to interject them into the History of British Art. 

We also have his preliminary research taken from his letters first proposing this project in 1977 to what he then submitted in 1987. 
And the artist whose work that you are seeing there, F.N. Souza, is a founding member of the Progressive Artists’ Group of India, 
a very important Modernist for the region, also started a series of visits to Pakistan, starting in 1975.



This is the envelope for F.N. Souza’s letter to Wahab Jaffer, one of the newest archives that we are currently in the process of 
bringing into our digital collection. 

And some of the names that he mentions, Shakir Ali, Sadequain, Ahmed Parvez were all mentioned in the opening discussions of 
the Dhaka Art Summit. One of the things that this also raises for us is, if you note where this letter was sent from, where those last 
two exhibitions were held: they were held in London. So what does that do to these constructions of a cosy regionalism of South 
Asia? How can we talk about South Asia without acknowledging the central role of London, for instance? And there can be others. 
So one of the things that we are doing in the Archive is starting a programme which posits that exact proposition. It’s called “Lon-
don, Asia” and over the next three years we will be looking at the role of London as an art-historical node within Asia’s Art History.



One of the projects in a similar vein, and one that is the central feature of our booth at Dhaka Art Summit, is a project that started 
five years ago to assemble in thirteen languages across a hundred years art writing. So how do we tell these art histories? What 
do we base this on? And it started by looking across seventeen different researchers of just collating, collecting materials in these 
thirteen languages. 

And then we’ve been working with an Australian academic to visualise the material coming out. How do you access? What kind of 
questions do you pose to this type of material? 

What relationships with people can you unearth with places? These are the questions that it asks.



And as we follow the languages, so as we do our Bangla research (and in December we did our first workshop in Bangladesh) or 
for Tamil research (we did it in Jaffna), those yellow spots (referring to the slide) start showing up. And as those languages cross 
borders, what does that do to our initial project which is about modern and contemporary art in India? It becomes of a modern and 
contemporary art writing per se. We ask questions of that geography itself. 

I’m going to skip forward on the Mobile Library Project because Sharmini Pereira, the co-founder of the Sri Lanka Archive of Con-
temporary Art, Architecture & Design, and our partner for this project, spoke about this in a previous panel. The intention behind 
the project is not just to simply take books for a walk, but it is also as a platform for exchange. How do we collect, not just material, 
but ideas and communities from being in different places? What kind of conversations can we set up? 

And perhaps the most important one for us was, you see one of the other co-founders, T. Sanathanan standing in the middle, he 
ended up changing the syllabus that was being taught at the University of Jaffna partly as a result of the books that were circulat-
ing within the Mobile Library Project. 



The last edition of the Mobile Library Project again I think asks questions of these cosy regional constructs.  It took place in Yangon, 
in Myanmar, and this construction was a contribution by Po Po, whose work you can see in the Dhaka Art Summit. 

Sanathanan, our partner for the Sri Lanka version, also became the first foreigner to speak at the University of Arts and Culture in 
Yangon. And this for us was really important, because for us it’s important that these conversations, and what we establish, are not 
us broadcasting to many, but us trying to be an active node within a network, a node that sparks others. 

The Clark House Initiative from Bombay, Sumesh Sharma and Zasha Colah, also talking about their work on archives in Myanmar 
with an audience from Yangon. 

And then myself, sharing at a forum of young faculty in Lahore, and we did the similar in Karachi; people teaching Visual Studies, 
Art History, Art in Pakistan.



Similar thing. People who are teaching the people teaching Art History, and many of them happen to be in universities in the States. 
How do we talk to these people? And why do we talk to them?

So, I thought I’d end here with an image of a map. A map that was drawn over a century ago by a Japanese curator for an American 
museum collection. And I wanted to leave with a question perhaps for our panel discussion: Maps are also created that come out 
of collection making activities, and I think our challenge should be, or is, that we have to be driven by maps of our own making. 

BR: I was particularly interested in the idea of the geography and how the reversals of looking at the archive, reversal of the idea of 
geographies, are. Particularly about London and Asia, where knowledge is actually infusing, or actually being part of London pro-
duction in the end. And I was wondering, the map you showed us now, that looks like the map (Alfred H.) Barr did for MOMA, look-
ing at Modernism and how Modernism looked. He looked at that map and actually created a programme out of reading that map.

HN: That map was 25 years before Barr’s.

BR: Very interesting. Can we see it again? It’s really great. Who did it?

HN: Okakura Kakuzo. Who was also a very interesting figure because he spent time at Shantiniketan, so was part of this idea of, if 
I can end with a phrase, this idea of ‘Asia as one’. So this was an intellectual proposition that in some ways shaped an aesthetic and 
intellectual project that Baroda can trace its genealogies to.



BR: Our second speaker is Suhanya Raffel. She is the Deputy Director and Director of Collections at the Art Gallery of New South 
Wales, in Sydney, Australia. This Museum was established in 1871, so belongs actually to a time where museums were founded also 
in Europe when you look around, as an educational tool for the civilian, for the bourgeois, in a way. Maybe we can also hear some-
thing from your view there. You have been working with many institutions before, and crucially also been influential in initiating the 
Asia Pacific Triennial. And I think, to have a Triennial 2002 but not a Biennial is also a very clear statement. You have worked with 
so many artists we all speak about all the time now, so very curious to hear what you have to say.

Suhanya Raffel (SR): It’s good company to think of Australia as part of a region that is not Western. I’ve been in Sydney for the past 
two years at the Art Gallery of New South Wales and prior to that, for 20 years at the Queensland Art Gallery, Gallery of Modern 
Art, where I worked on the Asia Pacific Triennial, and really established a collection of Contemporary Asian and Pacific Art. 

But, before I show you any images, I wanted to just take a little step back and think about, why did this happen in Australia in 
the 90s? The first Triennial was in 1993. What prompted something like that to happen in Queensland? And with colleagues, we 
thought a lot about it, and it’s about Australia as much as it is about the region. Australia, in that period politically was looking into 
the region with purpose. This is the neighbourhood in which Australia is located. So, that was one very clear reason politically but 
also culturally. And then I think the other is really about demography. Multicultural Australia. Who are we? Someone like me, is from 
there, Australia, and here, Sri Lanka. I am Sri Lankan born. And I am evidence of that demographic shift in Australia’s population. So 
in the 90s, I also wanted to say what was happening in Queensland was not isolated. It is important to think of Australia, this large 
landmass with actually a tiny population, a multicultural population that was engaged with a project that was looking out. In Sydney, 
at the same period as the first APT was being formed and presented, we had 4A, Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, which was 
an initiative of the Asian Australian Artists Association. 

In terms of the big museums and exhibitions, there was at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, an exhibition called India Songs in 
1992, Mao goes Pop, an exhibition of contemporary Chinese art at the MCA (Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney), and Zones 
of Love, a contemporary Japanese exhibition, also at the MCA. In Melbourne, the University of Melbourne established Asialink 
and the Myer Centre. This was really about building capacity through education to understand Asia and Australia’s role in Asia. In 
Adelaide, the festivals. Using the festival as a vehicle for bringing arts, performance, theatre, writing. And in Perth, really crucially 
the first major, even before APT and any of these other initiatives, in the late 80s, the Artists Regional Exchange, grassroots, artist 
initiated. So within the Australian context you can see a huge curiosity about engaging with the region. 

Dadang Christanto, Indonesia, For those: Who are poor, Who are suffer(ing), Who are oppressed, Who are voiceless, Who are powerless, Who are burdened, Who are victims of violence, Who are victims of a dupe, Who are victims of 
injustice, 1993, Installation with associated solo performance. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell



So, my first slide is of work that was shown in the first APT and collected.

And the first APT did not have any work from South Asia. But these were all works that were collected and formed part of what 
was then a nascent collection building opportunity.

You will see with these works, they were ambitious first collecting forays. There was no hesitation. It wasn’t a modest work on paper. 
It wasn’t hesitant in any way. There was great ambition already stated within the institution. And the debate then began about what 
is Asia, and South Asia had to become part of that. At the time, the Gallery was only interested to work with India. 

Montien Boonma, Thailand 1953-2000, Lotus Sound, 1992. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell

CAI Guo Qiang, China b. 1957, Dragon or Rainbow Serpent: A myth glorified or feared (drawings) Project for extraterrestrials no. 26, 1996. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell



Nilima Sheikh‘s work was one of those that we showed, and became part of the collection, also Ravinder Reddy.

I just thought, given the audience, you should see these works.

(left) Nilima Sheikh, Shaminana, 1996. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Ravinder G. Reddy, India b. 1956, Woman with lotus flower, 1998. Courtesy of the Kenneth and Yasuko Myer Collection of Contemporary Asian Art. Purchased in 1999 with funds from the Myer Foundation. a project of the Sidney 
Myer Centenary Celebration. 18-99-1999, through the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation. 

(left) Sonabai, India c. 1930, Untitled, 1999. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Rummana Hussain, India 1952-1999. A space for healing, 1999. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffel

(left) Tissa DE ALWIS, Sri Lanka 1956, Blue set, 1996-99 (detail). Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Tissa De ALWIS, Sri Lanka, 1956, Yellow set, 1996-99 (detail). Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffel



But what also happened, was with each iteration of the APT, the discussion of what is the geography of Asia, let alone South Asia, 
began to expand. In the 90s, the work that took place in the Gallery was looking at work made immediately at the date of each APT. 
So very, very new work being made for the show and then entering the collection. 

In tandem, the museum began to collect outside the triennial format. It is interesting to know that in that period, the 90s in Bris-
bane became a platform for the gathering of our regional colleagues. It was extremely lively, it was extremely energetic, lots of 
debates, lots of arguments, lots of good things and less good things that came out of it. But by the end of the 90s, it was very clear 
that what was happening in the region had altered significantly. There were platforms already within the region. People were talk-
ing to each other. They did not need to come to Brisbane to have that conversation.

So, in 2002, the next decade of the Triennial, there was a break in the curatorial thesis, and how the museum approached a Triennial 
as well as the collection. A radical break. Up until then, the Triennials had been big exhibitions, 70 to 80 artists. The 2002 Triennial 
(the 4th) had only 18 artists. And the reason for that was about audience, and who was looking at this work. The audience in Bris-
bane had increased from 30,000 to 90,000 over that decade. Local audience as well as an international audience. But what was 
very clear with the local audience was that there was an assumption that contemporary Asian and Pacific Art just appeared out of 
nowhere in the 90s. And that was because the curatorial process of that first decade was to show very, very new work. 2002, we 
decided instead to build the exhibition around a group of senior artists with over four decades of practice, and practice that was 
bridging the local and the international. 

(left) Mohammad Imran Qureshi, Pakistan b. 1972, Monologue, 1999. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell
(right) N.S. Harsha, India b. 1969, We come, we eat and we sleep, 1999-2001. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffel

(left) Vivan Sundaram, India b. 1943, The Sher-Gil archive, 1995–97. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation Grant and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Simryn Gill, Malaysia b. 1959, Silver OR Forking Tongues, 1991 OR 1992. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation and Suhanya Raffel



These were those senior artists: Lee Ufan, Yayoi Kusama, Nam June Paik and Nalini Malani So with that group of four, the next layer, 
younger generations of artists was built around it. 

(left) Lee Ufan, South Korea/ Japan b. 1936, installation at APT 2002. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Yayoi Kasuma, Japan b. 1929, Narcissus garden, 1966/2002. Courtesy of the Asia Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffel

(left) Nam June Paik, Korea/United States b. 1932 d. 2006, The elements, 1989. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art, Queensland Art Gallery Foundation and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Nalini Malani, India b. 1946, Remembering Toba Tek Singh, 1998-99. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation Grant and Suhanya Raffel

Ai Weiwei, Dropping a Han Dynasty um, 1995. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation and Suhanya Raffell



These works were coming into the collection at the same time. By then the audience had grown into over a 100,000. The gallery 
then argued for an expansion, and this was realised with the Gallery of Modern Art. A doubling in size. Ambitious work. Commis-
sioning work. And what became very clear was the forum had shifted drastically to become part of a museum that looked at its col-
lection that looked at commissioning and collection development. So South Asian art, whatever that might be, sat within a broader 
Asian context, a Pacific Art context, but also starting to move into West Asia.

(left) Bharti Kher, India b. 1969, The skin speaks a language not its own, 2006. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Nasreen Mohamedi, India b. 1937 d. 1990, Untitled, c. 1981. Courtesy of the Queensland Government’s Gallery of Modern Art Acquisitions Fund and Suhanya Raffel

(left) Rashid Rana, Installation view at APT 6. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Khadim Ali, Pakistan b. 1978, Untitled (from ‘Rustam-e-pardar (Rustam with Wings)’ series), 2006. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art and Queensland Art Gallery Foundation  and Suhanya Raffel

(left) Aisha Khalid, Pakistan b. 1972, Ongoing conversation, 2003-04. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation Grant and Suhanya Raffell
(right) a) Nusra Latif Qureshi, Pakistan/Australia b. 1973, Gardens of Desire II, 2002 / b) Nusra Latif Qureshi, Some Exotic Flower Beds, 2006. Courtesy of the Kenneth and Yasuko Myer Collection of Contemporary Art, Queensland Gallery 
Foundation and Suhanya Raffel



And the conversation about West Asia was driven out of South Asia because it became very clear that the geography needed to 
engage beyond just what we might call South Asia because of the form that the art was taking. 

We also began to work with film and filmmakers. So, performance had always been integral to the early editions and continued to 
be, but also Cinema, with a Cinémathèque being established as part of the Gallery of Modern Art, collecting film or restoring film. 
And a very important sub-text to the collection development, was also loaning major projects for the exhibition. 

I wanted to just draw attention to The One Year Drawing Project, which we borrowed from the Poddar Collection and showed at 
the opening at the Gallery of Modern Art’s APT. 

(left) Kumar Shahani, Kheyal Gatha (The Khayal Sage), 1988. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Kumar Shahani, The Bamboo Flute, 2000. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery and Suhanya Raffel

(left) Muhanned Cader, Sri Lanka b. 1966; Thamotharampillai Shanaathanan, Sri Lanka b. 1969; Chandraguptha Thenuwara, Sri Lanka b. 1960; Jagath Weerasinghe, Sri Lanka b. 1954; The One Year Drawing Project, May 2005–October 2007, 
2005-07. Courtesy of the Lekha and Anupam Poddar Collection and Suhanya Raffell
(right) Atul Dodiya, Somersault in Sandalwood Sky, 2012. Commissioned for the 7th Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, 2012. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of Modern Art and Suhanya Raffel



Finally, with my last Triennial, which was in 2012, the 7th edition, I worked very closely with artists from the region to commission 
really ambitious work, and this in particular was a work I worked on with Atul Dodiya, which reflects the collecting history of the 
institution. So inside these archival cases were the historical resonances of works inside the museum plus the museum’s history 
with the APT. So, it was a very interesting project to think about what an artist from India would bring as a work of art, the idea of 
archive, the idea of history, the idea of memory and future. 

From there I moved to Sydney and I need to talk about Jitish Kallat and Public Notice 2 because within the Australia context, I 
want to bring in the work of the private collector and the private museum because, 2010 onwards, the rise of the private museum 
was very important in Australia. It added to the context in which the institutional museum, the public museum sat in conversation. 
I wanted to draw your attention to two particular private museums. One is called White Rabbit that specialises in Contemporary 
Chinese Art post-2000, and the second is the work of the Sherman Contemporary Art Foundation, and that particular collection. 

When I went to Sydney, the Sherman Contemporary Art Foundation and the Sherman’s themselves, had been collecting in tandem, 
over the period of the 90s and 2000s and wanted a dialogue with the public institution, and part of that was to bring their collec-
tion into the Art Gallery of New South Wales and look at it. Jitish Kallat’s Public Notice 2 was a work that Gene and Brian had col-
lected. They had never seen it when they bought it. It had never been realised in its fullest form. We installed it at the Art Gallery 
of New South Wales. 

Atul Dodiya, Somersault in Sandalwood Sky, 2012. Commissioned for the 7th Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, 2012. Courtesy of the Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of Modern Art and Suhanya Raffel

Jitish Kallat, Installation view of Public Notice 2. Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell



And this work of course is part of Jitish’s larger body of Public Notice works, and resonated deeply in the Art Gallery because it 
was also installed in our entrance court, right in our front door, during a time when Australia has begun thinking about its constitu-
tion. Its constitution still being not a Republic and still part of the Commonwealth. We still hold the Queen as our Head of State, 
and remembering the Freedom Marches that took place in Australia, run by Charlie Perkins for the rights of Aboriginal people. 
And Public Notice 2 is a work based on Gandhi’s 1930s speech, the Salt March speech that was a call to arms for people to be able 
to have purchase in the political process as long as it was an action that was undertaken peaceful. So, deeply peaceful, but deeply 
activist at the same time. And that is exactly what happened with the Freedom Marches and the Freedom Rides in Australia that 
Charlie Perkins undertook which led to the vote for Aboriginal people. So there was this resonance that this particular work played 
on the anniversary of that date in Sydney at that time. So it was an important correspondence. 

But also to go back to my earlier comment, South Asian works were always seen as part of a broader Asian dialogue and Go East, 
which is the exhibition that we titled that showed Jitish’s Public Notice 2, exhibited with artists like Dinh Q Lê  and Nortse. So, 
within the Australian context these works were understood because of our own multicultural population, the idea of migration and 
identity and what Australia offers or does not offer as refuge, and how those discussions take place. 

BR: I was wondering, having been instrumental for the Triennial with a collecting strategy that comes out of producing and com-
missioning, is there a change in the context you work in now with your strategies and your proposals? How things can and can’t be 
done, and what has to be done with that change in the context of museums which stand for a much longer time, also historically?

SR: The answer is yes. It was unusual at the time for an art museum to initiate a Triennial exhibition. Fukuoka was one, the Whitney 
is another, but they are the exceptions, not the rule. So within the context of the museum it was very interesting that in the early 
90s they decided to approach the region through a Triennial. It was a commitment to go back every three years which gives it a 
certain rigor and structure. But also to collect. Collecting is a much longer commitment than exhibitions, so it was wonderful that 
the gallery administrators said yes, let’s do it, because although there was a deep interest in the engagement, it was still a blank 
page. There was no knowledge or understanding of what the work could be, or would be. So it was a mark on a blank sheet of paper 
but with political conviction and ambition, and I think that’s something that you can see marks that collection as a result. And then 
the commissioning of work was partly due to political facts, so for example, a number of the Chinese works, the Chinese artists who 
couldn’t bring work from China into Australia, it was easier to commission them on site.  So there was a pragmatic practical into it. 
It also meant they could do things that they might not be able to do otherwise, so there was that aspect to the work as well. And, 
I think it really set a kind of platform for a different kind of engagement. It really was an extraordinary period, those first ten years 
of the Triennial. It put people together. So many people in this audience or around the Dhaka Art Summit who have participated 
in those forums as co-curators, as advisors, as part of making Australia be ambitious...Australia was exploring its neighbourhood. It 
was about the neighbourhood. And the neighbourhood began to expand as the demography of Australia began to expand. One in 
four Australians were born somewhere else, and two of those four are first generation Australians. It’s a country of migrants. Three 
percent of Australia’s population is Aboriginal or Indigenous. 

Courtesy of the Asia-Pacific Trienniel of Contemporary Art and Suhanya Raffell



BR: I find it interesting that it is also an identity building which goes beyond geographies. And there is one other example, you 
mentioned the Whitney and the Fukuoka of course, but there is of course also the great example for the colonial idea in terms 
of collecting the internationals, the Khalili Collection which was designed to collect internationally, send around someone in the 
world and bring it back. 

SR: I think the other thing to say is one has noticed, Yokohama and Singapore have also taken on Biennales into museums more 
recently. There are now many, many more Biennales and Triennales in the world, so the opportunity for artists to show has grown 
phenomenally. So then the purpose of a Triennial, whether it is Fukuoka or the Asia Pacific Triennial or the Sydney Biennale, then 
has to be a local purpose. 

BR: We go on now to Fukuoka and to Rina Igarashi who not only speaks Bengali because she has been coming to Bangladesh 
since the early 90s, which is quite amazing, and you have built the collection of the Fukuoka Asian Art with the Fukuoka Asian Art 
Triennale for the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum (FAAM), and I think there is a lot you can tell us about building museums also through 
collecting through the production with artists together. 

Rina Igarashi (RI): (In Bangla) As-salaam-alaikum. Namashkar. Ekhane amake annar jonno onek dhonnobad. 

My first visit to Bangladesh was in 94. It was 20 years ago, but this is the very, very first time to be invited in Bangladesh, so I am 
really happy to be here and honoured to be here today. I am going to talk about the briefing direction of our museum, Fukuoka 
Asian Art Museum, then introduce the South-Asian works from our collection, and the main part will be how FAAM has been fund-
ing South-Asian arts so far, and then lastly I’d like to share our challenge about a sustainable collection of South Asian art in a non-
Western and non-South Asian context.

The theme of this panel is focused on the collection of South Asian art in a non-Western (institutional) context. Our museum is nei-
ther in a Western context nor in a South Asian context. It is in Japan. Also it is located in a local city, in the Southern part of Japan, 
not located in the capital, Tokyo. It is not a national museum. It is run by a local city government. Before talking about the FAAM 
activities themselves, I shall talk about the art museum scene in Japan. It will help you to understand why FAAM is unique and also 
a ‘lonely’ museum in Japan. In Japan, most of the public fine art museums have been collecting Modern art and Contemporary 
Western and Japanese and also antiques from China and South Korea. Until in the late 2000s, unfortunately, most of the Japanese 
museums had little interest in Asian Modern and Contemporary art. But it seems to be changing nowadays. Some Japanese art 
museums have started to show Contemporary Asian art finally, but I should add that most of these artists were once shown in the 
Western museums. Thus, in this kind of Japanese art museum scene, I can say that FAAM is an exceptional and unique museum. 

So, why did a museum open in Fukuoka? I’m going to explain how from this point.



Here is the Museum, not the whole building, but the 7th and 8th floor, and the gallery and studio. 

Why Asian Art in Fukuoka? There are two main reasons that explain Asia in Fukuoka. Firstly, Fukuoka has been a centre for interac-
tion with Asia historically and geographically. And secondly, the policy of Fukuoka city government. Suhanya mentioned the local 
purpose. The Fukuoka city government has been aiming to become a hub city in Asia since the late 80s, so much so that they 
opened FAAM in 1999. There is no other collection of this quality and quantity in the world, with about 2,800 works covering vari-
ous aspects from 23 Asian countries and regions. 

We do four main activities, including Artists in Residency program, which makes us unique. 

This is Asia for FAAM: East Asia, South-East Asia and South Asia being covered. 



This chart shows how these four activities are interrelated and regenerates each other. On-site research is very important, as are 
exhibitions and artist exchange. Through these continuous activities we have been trying to reconsider the definition of art. 

We have about 2,800 works as our permanent collection and among them, about 35 percent, which is about 1,000 works are from 
South Asia. 

Here is showing the FAAM collection by media.



This is an extract of the collection policy of our museum. We systematically collect modern and contemporary artworks that show 
the originality and distinctive aspects of Asian art without adhering to the framework of ‘fine art’ as defined by modern Western 
values. We aim at creating new criterion of the Asian art. We also pay attention to the popular, ethnic and folk arts that were ex-
cluded from ‘fine art’ in a narrow sense and thus added works that reflected the reality of the public into our collection. 

(left to right) Jamini Roy, c. 1940s; Kattingeri Krishna Hebbar, 1942; George Keyt (Sri Lanka) and Ivan Pieris (Sri Lanka). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum

Quamrul Hassan (Bangladesh). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum



Some Modern Art from India and Ivan Peries, which was mentioned in ‘The Other Story’ and Quamrul Hassan’s really lovely work.

How has FAAM been collecting South Asian art? We have collected artworks through four main activities: on-site research. Asian 
Art Show and Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale (as a Museum we initiate the Fukuoka Triennale), through exhibitions and through art 
exchange programs.

On-site research is very important for us. Every single FAAM activity starts with on-site research. We find it very important that we 
conduct on-site research by ourselves. We try to see the artworks and artist activities through the grassroots, also through their 
cultural, social, and political background. We have visited museums, galleries, studios, libraries, and through them we have kept the 
network with artists and curators since the 70s. 

On-site research is very important for us. Every single FAAM activity starts with on-site research. We find it very important that we 
conduct on-site research by ourselves. We try to see the artworks and artist activities through the grassroots, also through their 
cultural, social, political background. We have visited museums, galleries, studios, libraries, and through them we have kept the 
network with artists and curators since the 70s. 



After each research, FAAM curators share their experience with other curators by doing a presentation or writing reports. These 
are the reports. And also catalogues, which we keep in our library. 

This is the very first research trip to New Delhi in 1978 and then this is the very first research report which was done by the first 
Director of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum. So in this way we take over the senior curators who create the networks for the next 
research trip and exhibitions.

The second way of collecting South-Asian artworks is through Asian Art Show and Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale. At the beginning 
the collection was formed by The Fukuoka Art Museum, the parent museum of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum. The Fukuoka Art 
Museum held Asian Art Shows every five years, as well as solo and group exhibitions of Asian Contemporary artists, since its open-
ing in 1979. It kept collecting works through these exhibitions for over twenty years, which has made the collection a representative 
of the art scene of each period. 



Here is the first Asian Art Show in 1980. You can find Murtaza Bashir in the middle, and also we invited Syed Jahangir, the former 
Director of the Shilpakala Academy. 

Then next is the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial. Since the opening of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum in ‘99, we have held the Fukuoka 
Asian Art Triennial every three years. It focuses on emerging artists from twenty-one Asian countries and regions. We have done 
five Triennials so far. 

(left) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 3 (2005), Rashid Rana (Pakistan). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum
(right) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 3 (2005), Hema Upadhyay (India). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum

(left) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 3 (2005), Kama Wangdi and VAST (Bhutan). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum
(right) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 4 (2009), Yasmine Kabir and Ronni Ahmed (Bangladesh). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum



Here are some images, work by Rashid Rana when he was young, and also Hema (Upadhyay) and Kama Wangdi (VAST Bhutan are 
here in Dhaka doing a children’s workshop), and Yasmine Kabir’s video work. Also Shilpa Gupta and Kabir Ahmed Masum Chisty 
who is also performing at the Dhaka Art Summit.  

And from the last Triennial, Ratheesh T from South India, and also new video work from Bhutan, these works are both in our col-
lection now.

And then the third way of collecting artworks is through Exhibitions. Modern art series and Contemporary Asian art series. 

(left) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 4 (2009), Shilpa Gupta (India). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum
(right) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 5 (2014), Kabir Ahmed Masum Chisty (Bangladesh). Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum

(left) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 5 (2014), Ratheesh. T. Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum
(right) Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial 5 (2014), Video works from Bhutan, Dechen Roder and Pema Tshering. Courtesy of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum



We also focus on folk art and popular culture. In ‘94 we did a Bangladeshi Rickshaw exhibition.



Fourth and lastly, we also collect artworks through our Exchange Program. We have an Artist in Residency Program and a Re-
searcher in Residency Program. Khadim Ali from Pakistan and Jupiter Pradhan from Nepal, they stayed for two and a half months 
and they did an exhibition and made new work for the residency period.

Sometimes the artworks done by the resident artists are not physical artworks but performances or workshops. In this case, of 
course, we cannot buy and acquire the works for our permanent collection. So we record them and keep the videos and images in 
our archive section. So these are the four activities through which we have been collecting South Asian art works until now. 

And lastly, I’d like to share some challenges we face now. Thanks to the boom of Asian culture in Japan, and also the city govern-
ment policy in the 90s, we were able to collect South-Asian art so far. So in order to continue collecting artworks, I think it is more 
important to focus on how to show and how to deliver Asian art to the local people in Fukuoka order to make them more interested, 
even if it is not in a South-Asian context, like Japan. 

BR:  This is an impressive and amazing archive also which should travel the world in many different ways. Thank you so much for 
sharing it. I was very much interested also, in how you are reconsidering the definition of the words ‘fine art’ and I was wondering 
what exactly did you mean with that, and how is that happening in the archive?

RI: We are still looking for a new criterion of Asian Art. We couldn’t find it yet. We are still working, still under process.

BR: Is there a new process you are working on, or?

RI: Yes! Through showing folk art, or through showing ethnic art or popular art, trying to think in different ways to find new criteria 
for ‘fine art’.



BR: Maybe there are more questions for that later, and actually there is a lot of connectivity. We will move over to Roobina Karode 
(RK) who was also one of the co-curators at the First Fukuoka Triennial for the Indian section.  You are now the Director, Chief Cu-
rator of the Kiran Nadar Museum, the biggest private museum in India, and you recently curated a Nasreen Mohamedi exhibition 
that is traveling to the Metropolitan in New York, and also the Reina Sofia in Madrid.

RK (Roobina Karode): I remember coming to Japan, to Fukuoka in 1998-99 and twenty-one countries and twenty-one curators 
getting together, talking about what is Asia, what do you mean by Asia. Is there something like a monolith called Asia? And also 
another question that come up with this question of ‘fine art’ was when we see works from Bhutan, Nepal, places like that which 
actually presented traditional art forms, the question of what is ‘fine art’ was asked and even the people from Bhutan do not believe 
that this is art, this is their life. So there were these questions that came up. 

Firstly, I would like to thank Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani, and Diana Campbell Betancourt, for this incredible experience. My first 
time here and such an audience, a great audience and energy, and I just hope our museums in India can have this kind of audience 
and energy because they work towards sustained engagement with the art viewing audience and want to make an enduring rela-
tionship with them. Which is a bit of a challenge. 

For people who are not familiar with the Kiran Nadar Museum of Art. It’s a philanthropic museum which was initiated by a private 
art collector, Kiran Nadar, and it started in 2010. Because of no ideal situation or appropriate setting, it was launched in the HCL 
Corporate Software Technology hub and then within a year we moved to Saket in a huge Mall complex. The reason being acces-
sibility, and it is almost as if Mohammad doesn’t go to the mountain, the mountain must go to Mohammad. In one sense it was to 
bring the museum to the people, and first and foremost the idea was to share the private collection and open it out to the larger 
audience. So this is why the museum moved from a corporate set up to a dedicated space in the Mall. The vision was to build a 
Modern and Contemporary museum of art and we did not have many precedents because you do have private museums in India, 
but not collecting Modern and Contemporary art at all. So, like other Contemporary museums elsewhere the idea was not just to 
have a Modern and Contemporary Museum as a site of display or as a repository for art objects but to make it an active site where 
conversations can happen and make it a place of confluence. 

We are now in our sixth year and I’ve been part of this initiative as the Director and Chief Curator since the beginning, and though 
we are in a nascent stage, we have really grown, and if I was to put some numbers here, in our institutional journey we stand today 
with 21 mega exhibitions. We have done more than 100 public programmes, 200 school partnerships, 4 film festivals, and our col-
lection is now about 4,000 artworks. Our key interest is in making a place for knowledge production. It is very interesting that in 
India private museums do not get government support, unlike in China, Hong Kong and other places, we do not get government 
support, nor do we have the larger public support. So KNMA is trying to really work towards this, and in the context of this new 
phase of institutional building and private-public partnerships, we are trying to play the role where we can actually be part of a 
larger art ecosystem in India, and really work towards having artists, critics, collectors, gallerists, everybody, including a larger 
public, come together to make the museum. 

Talking about Kiran Nadar briefly. She has been collecting art for more than two decades now, but I think the shift came when she 
decided not to just remain a private collector but move to institution building. The idea was that she was collecting a lot but she 
did not want to put the work into cold storage. The intention was that yes, the collection must grow, but it should also be shown. 
We should share it with the public, and people should be aware of the kind of diverse art practice that India and the Sub-continent 
has, and therefore this idea that the museum must be built. However, we are still without a land and without a permanent building 
and our permanent collection has to be shown through exhibitions that we make; through thematic, retrospective and solo exhibi-
tions that we do at the museum.



To quickly tell you, when she started collecting, her interest was much more on the early-Moderns. More specifically, the Bombay 
Progressives, and she was collecting a lot of paintings. But the shift came, and gradually I would say, she became a very enterpris-
ing collector. 

She has been collecting all forms of artistic practice and the collection now, as you can see for yourself has moved to looking at 
works which are less collected, which could be a conservators nightmare, which are monumental and colossal, which are also art-
ists who are not collected as yet. And also looking at highly individual, distinct art practices that have somehow not really being 
seen very closely or examined critically. So, what has happened is, there is no one-definite path of what we are collecting. In fact, 
I would say that most collections start like that. The collector may not have a known path and would go through meanderings and 
then certain patterns would emerge and one would get a sense of what is this collection and how it is growing. So, when we look 
back, and as we keep looking at ourselves and keep examining what we are doing, we find that there is a need for multiple strate-
gies and multi-pronged approaches to collecting. So if I have to say that new doors have to open and a deeper ground has to be 
dug, especially in India which is such a vast country with immense talent and great art practices. So, I would say that the strategies 
for collecting are many. For instance, we are now collecting through exhibition making. That is one mode through which we build 
our collection. The other is, we are collecting across generations of artists, and not just from a specific period or a specific group 
or movement. We are also now collecting artists in depth. We are also looking at artistic projects, especially projects which are 
journeys of artists. You don’t do an exhibition and the project does not end there.

M F Husain’s works made in 1950s, and Ram Kumar ‘s and S H Raza’s abstract landscapes on display at KNMA-Saket, 2012

(left) Subodh Gupta, Line of Control, Installation in process outside KNMA-Saket, April 2012
(right) Rana Begum, Untitled, 2014. Commissioned Project for the HCL Chairman’s Tower
 



For instance, if I have to just mention two or three projects: Amar Kanwar’s The Lightning Testimonies. It was shown in Delhi. It is 
a video installation of eight projections that was shown for the first time at the museum. And then we thought, it’s not enough to 
just show it in Delhi. It has stories of women from all over and therefore, we tied up with The Assam State Museum and the project 
travelled there and organisations of nuns, organisations of various kinds, came forward to really bring many more stories to the 
project and the project keeps growing. 

Amar Kanwar’s The Lightning Testimonies as shown at KNMA-Saket in 2014, Part of the exhibition ‘Is it What You Think?’ Collection: KNMA

Sonia Khurana, view from installation: Dream Anthology, 2013/2014. From the exhibition: ONEIRIC HOUSE - round about midnight - January to March 2014



Sonia Khurana’s project, where she works on insomnia – sleep, non-sleep. Now, she has been working on this for several years, and 
we did an off-site project, taking it away from the museum space to a dilapidated building and showing her video projections and 
performance based works there, and we continue to examine what she’s doing taking this preoccupation forward. 

Similarly, Dayanita Singh’s Museum Bhavan. We have shown Dayanita Singh at the Museum three times, and now there is an on-
going exhibition of hers, which is called Conversation Chambers which is about Museum Bhavan and how she is looking at photog-
raphy now, and how photographs have now become the raw material as she moves to make architecture and structures out of it. 
Where she can move and keep changing to make it a very living experience. 

We are also collecting artists in depth, as I said, and one of the examples if I have to talk about is Nasreen Mohamedi. Again, that 
brings me to how our collection has been collecting a lot of women artists. Women artists have been at the forefront. Women art-
ists are doing great work but somehow there has not been, at least, please correct me if I am wrong, except Amrita Sher-Gil, I don’t 
think any national institution in India has done a comprehensive showing of any woman artist in India. 

And somehow for us, I think if you look at the slides and names of the artists we are collecting, it is like a redressal of balance. 
We need to look at women artists and see what they are doing and that is how we had the Nasreen Mohamedi retrospective at 
the Kiran Nadar Museum, as well as Nalini Malani’s. And both are prolific artists with different practices, in one sense: one going 
towards abstraction, the other working with excess and figuration. And it’s really interesting how doing that kind of sourcing, re-
search, bringing alot of works together under one roof--for Nasreen we had more than hundred and thirty eight works shown at 
the Kiran Nadar Museum of Art--and that kind of showing is not just about collecting and putting a work of art on display. It is also 
about critically understanding the artistic practice, looking at why the practice was not really given its importance or was not seen 
deserving at that time. There was a time when no research was being done on Nasreen Mohamedi. And now of course, after the 
museum did the retrospective, people were interested from all over the world. 

Dayanita Singh, Conversation Chambers, Museum Bhavan, 2016. Courtesy of KNMA

View of Nasreen Mohamedi’s exhibition ‘A View to Infinity’ at KNMA-Saket, 2013



It was shown at the Reina Sofia with two hundred and seven works, even more works. And it is opening soon at the Met Breuer as 
an inaugural show, in New York, in March. 

Similarly, Nalini Malani, I would say. One of the things that we do at the museum is, we do not show artists work for a very brief pe-
riod. We try to keep the exhibitions for eight to ten months and we do a lot of programmes and activities around it, so that it is not 
just about putting up a show, but it is about living that experience. Having a discussion. Talking with other artists. Opening it up for 
more critical looking and that stretch of time of eight to ten months allows us also to do justice to what we are showing by bridging 
and connecting with diverse groups of audiences, who now have started coming to the museum. In fact, I should have mentioned 
this right in the beginning that when Kiran decided that she wanted to bring her private collection into the public domain and have 
her collection shared with the public, the first thing we encountered was that we will have to work at three levels. One is building 
the collection, second is building the museum, and third is also building the audience base. Otherwise what was happening is, 
we are just speaking amongst ourselves as an art community or art fraternity. It is important that art, which for some reason after 
colonialism, has had a disconnection with the larger public. We need to connect. We need to bring them into the museum. And 
what should be the way to really get more and more people to see these works and to connect with these stories? I remember the 
first discussion we had around the museum. We all agreed on one thing, that in India, if you want to have a private museum you 
would have to have a museum without a front door. That is the only way that people will come into the museum without getting 
intimidated and then realise that there is nothing esoteric about a museum. These are the stories. These are the lived experiences. 
These are what artists’ journeys are and they are grappling with those issues and concerns that we are also concerned about. So 
that has been something that we have been trying to do at the museum. 

Nasreen Mohamedi: Waiting Is A Part Of Intense Living had a grand opening at Reina Sofia Museum, Madrid. Exhibition organised by Kiran Nadar Museum of Art (New Delhi), Reina Sofia Museum (Madrid), and Metropolitan Museum of 
Art (New York)

You Can’t Keep Acid in a Paper Bag, A Retrospective of Nalini Malani in Three Chapters 29th January – 20th December 2014



I just want to end by saying that somehow in the experience of leading this museum and working with a very small team, we have 
realised that private initiatives somehow get pitched, for better or for worse, against national institutions, though I think they are 
all part of the same story, part of the same aim and intention that we are all working with, and therefore, it becomes very difficult 
because national museums somehow have a clear mandate it seems which is about nationalism, which is about patriotism perhaps, 
and what happens is the scepticism that private museums get is because the mandate perhaps is not so easily acceptable, or per-
haps their role is not understood. But I must say that in the last seven years things have changed. We have tremendous support 
from the art fraternity, from artists, from critics, and that itself I think is a win-win situation because gradually the Kiran Nadar Mu-
seum of Art is getting a lot of mutual support, and we hope that we would be able to take this forward in the coming years.

BR: There are very, very pressing things also in the private-public relationships and I think in changing dialogues, and that would 
be a whole afternoon at least, to be discussed. Our next speaker is Sheikha Hoor Al Qasimi.  Her name basically is a synonym for 
the Sharjah Art Foundation, the Sharjah Biennale and also the March Meeting, which is coming up soon. Moreover, the Sharjah 
Biennale also commissions work, produces work, and many of them have been in the last Dhaka Art Summit. And in this Dhaka Art 
Summit, many of them again are part of the exhibitions and presentations you can see here. So, very warm welcome Sheikha Hoor 
Al Qasimi, and we are looking very much forward to your presentation. 

Sheikha Hoor Al Qasimi (SHAQ):  When I was invited to take part in this panel, it was very difficult for me to decide whether I 
should be part of it or not because the focus was on collecting, and as a Sharjah Art Foundation we never really thought of col-
lecting as a focus. We always collected. Since the Biennial started in 1993, they have been collecting. Then when I took over the 
Sharjah Biennial in 2002, we started commissioning works and having residencies and working more on site-specific and commu-
nity programs. So, thinking about the idea of collecting, and South Asian art, which of course, when we look at geographies and our 
region, South Asia is included within our multicultural geographies in the United Arab Emirates. So we never think of it as another 
region. We always talk about the Manasa region.  And of course we work with artists from India as well as South Asia and South-
East Asia, so I was kind of struggling to think of the Foundation in terms of works that we have either exhibited or produced and 
commissioned from South Asian artists. I even had to ask Diana: is this included: is this not included?  

So, I have just put together a lot of works that we have been showing from 2005  (because I didn’t want to go too far back) of artists 
that we have been working with.

This was shown at the Dhaka Art Summit, the Lida Abdul. 

Lida Abdul, Brick sellers of Kabul, Sharjah Biennial 8, 2007



Site-specific works are really important for us and, working with artists again and again is also very important. So CAMP came in 
2009 and did a site-specific project, which was the Radio Station Wharfage and they applied later for a production grant that they 
received.

Hamra Abbas, Sharjah Biennial 9. Two commissions. This is another site-specific one. 

Firoz Mahmud, who is here, from Sharjah Biennial 9. A commissioned and site-specific work. 

CAMP, Wharfage (Leaving Sharjah) , Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009

(left) Hamra Abbas, God Grows on Trees, Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009
(right) Hamra Abbas, In This is a Sign for Those Who Reflect , Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009

Firoz Mahmud, Halcyon Tarp, Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009



Sheela Gowda, which we produced in Sharjah Biennial 9, commissioned and produced in Sharjah Biennial 9. And, it was very impor-
tant for us to reach out to the different community and of course India being …  Well! 50% of the UAE population is South Asian, 
so for us this is part of our community in a way.

N.S Harsha Nations, also from Sharjah Biennial 9. 

Bani Abidi. This was the start of our production program grant. It’s an international grant and it’s open to artists from all over the 
world. Our next one is coming up soon. In March it will be announced. 

(left) Sheela Gowda, Some Place, Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009
(right) Sheela Gowda, Drip Field, Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009

N. S. Harsha, Nations, Sharjah Biennial 9, 2009

Bani Abidi, Death at a 30 Degree Angle, 2011 Production Programme Grant, Installation View at Documenta 13, 2012



CAMP, who were one of the recipients and they produced From Gulf to Gulf to Gulf, which was later shown in Sharjah Biennial 11 
and was also premiered at dOCUMENTA 13 along with Bani Abidi, the one before. But as you can see, it is very important for us 
at the Sharjah Art Foundation and the Biennial to really reach out to our audiences. Everything that we do at the Art Foundation 
is free and open to the public. We spoke about the idea of a museum being a private space or maybe a little intimidating to the 
public, and we try to move away from that and use the city and also the suburbs as well, as part of our exhibitions and Biennials. 

That’s Alisha Khalid’s Kashmiri Shawl and Naeem Mohaiemen from Sharjah Biennial 10. These works were later shown again in other 
exhibitions you might have seen. 

CAMP, From Gulf to Gulf to Gulf, 2011 Production Programme Grant, Installation View, Sharjah Biennial 11, 2013

(left) Aisha Khalid, Kashmiri Shawl, Sharjah Biennial 10, 2011
(right) Naeem Mohaiemen, The Young Man Was No Longer...(work in progress) Part 1: United Red Army, Sharjah Biennial 10, 2011

Imran Qureshi, Blessings Upon the Land of my Love, Sharjah Biennial 10, 2013



For example, Imran Qureshi’s piece was then reproduced on the rooftops of the MET years later, but it takes on a different context. 
This was the time of the so-called Arab Springs, so there were a lot of people interacting with this work thinking of violence and ter-
rorism. The context of looking at these works in our part of the world obviously differs. Like with this panel, it is about non-Western 
Institutions, it’s going to be very different when we talk about works from the region rather than this, at the rooftop of the MET. It 
is a completely different context. 

Shahzia Sikandar, Parallax, which was collected by the Kiran Nadar Museum and also exhibited at the last Dhaka Art Summit

Basir Mahmood which was shown at Sharjah Biennial 11. So, lots of these works were just exhibited but some of them were pro-
duced and commissioned. We try to collect as much as we can. We don’t have a huge collecting budget because we try to put a lot 
of our budget into helping artist’s commission works. It is very difficult for artists to find the budget and we think of ourselves as 
an institution for artists and for the public. So, we try to collect, sometimes we would go back years later, to try and collect a work 
from years before if we didn’t have the budget for it. 

Shahzia Sikander, Parallax, Sharjah Biennial 11, 2013

Basir Mahmood, I’m on the “Us” Side and You Are on the Other, Sharjah Biennial 11, 2013



And I have to stress, not everything that we commission, we collect. That is not a condition of our commissioning and producing 
new work. For example, Shilpa Gupta, we commissioned some of the Arabic books that were part of this installation. Like Sheila 
Gowda as well, a site-specific one that has been reproduced. And there are works that have been shown previously before.  

Runa Islam from Sharjah Biennial 11. I actually worked with Runa in Sharjah in 1997 so it was really interesting to have Runa back in 
a different context as the Biennial. 

Studio Mumbai produced two shelters at Sharjah Biennial 11. That was one of them.

Shilpa Gupta, Someone Else – A library of 100 books written anonymously or under pseudonyms, Sharjah Biennial 11, 2013

Runa Islam, Anatomical Study, Sharjah Biennial 11, 2013

Studio Mumbai – Bijoy Jain, Immediate Shelter, Sharjah Biennial 11, 2013



One of my favourite exhibitions I’ve worked on was Rasheed Araeen having the show Before and After Minimalism. And what we 
did, is we reproduced a lot of his works that have gone missing, or that he wanted to produce again (for example these works), and 
with that we have acquired some, and some were actually gifted to us by the artist.

Nikhil Chopra. His performance in this last Biennial, Use Like Water. And a lot of things came out of this performance. It started 
discretely so nobody really knew what was happening there. The performance had started, but not publically until a lot later, so it 
was really interesting to see people’s reactions to what was happening in terms of Nikhil being there. 

What we do a lot in Sharjah that is really focus on the different cultural backgrounds of the people who live there, so it is not nec-
essarily just South Asians. So we work a lot with Filipino artists or Western artists. But the historical ties between South Asia and 
Emirates is really important to us, so having the work of CAMP, From Gulf to Gulf to Gulf, which a lot of you have seen, is really 
much about this relationship that we have, this relationship of trade, this relationship of culture. And a lot of our culture in Emirates 
is influenced by South Asia in terms of words that we use and food that we eat. So it was very difficult for me to try and differenti-
ate those geographies and I still have problems trying to separate our geography in a way, and I think having, like in Australia, a 
multicultural society, it is important for us to try and look at the artists and their works as individuals rather than geographies.

BR: I thought it was very interesting, many things you said also about interconnectivity, also the range of involvements you have 
beyond the actual work with the Sharjah Biennale, the Foundation also, and when we start with creating places and space. It says 
here very nicely ‘art area’. It looks like a very relaxed way of going to a public space, also with art. But also you are involved in other 
Institutions on Boards and commissions. In a way, back to what you started with, the reversal of geographies, starting with who 
influences what, and who has been influenced by whom and what? I think it will be really interesting to hear from all of you, how the 
idea of South Asia has transformed for you over the years, in the practices you have been involved with, just a very short statement. 

(left) Rasheed Araeen, Before and After Minimalism, Sharjah Art Foundation, 2014
(right) Rasheed Araeen,Exhibition, Sharjah Art Foundation, 2014

Nikhil Chopra, Use Like Water, Sharjah Biennial 12, 2015



HN: Maybe I’ll just start with one observation on that and this idea of influence. Whichever way it goes, it suggests a genealogy 
and I think we are sort of beyond simple genealogies. I’d like to propose an idea instead of enmeshed, enmeshment of histories. So 
how do you… if you think about textiles, if you go to the national museum, you will see an exhibition of textiles here in Bangladesh. 
So if you think about that textile and if you think about thread, and if you are using that thread to make two different textiles, what 
happens if you take the thread out? You know you change both pieces of the textile. So, if you think about The Other Story, if you 
think about Rasheed (Araeen)’s show at Sharjah or Karachi versus Rasheed’s show in London, what happens to the histories that 
have yet to be written in Britain from the histories that are being written in Sharjah and Karachi? And I think that is an interesting 
thought because it is not about simple dualities, but it is actually about how do we deal with this enmeshed reality that we live in. 
 
SR: My observation would be that certain things can be said in certain places and in other places they can’t be said. So, it’s interest-
ing for me to be here at the Art Summit, and to have been here yesterday afternoon at Salima Hashmi’s panel to hear how people 
were talking about what they remembered and what they don’t remember, and who remembers what where, and where those 
historical realities exist in peoples souls. And so, if you are talking about South Asia, I think, perhaps you know, that being in Dhaka 
you are able to talk about things that you couldn’t talk about maybe in India or in Pakistan, and that’s something to take away. In 
the same way when I see our slides, there is Sharjah Biennale, the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale, Asia Pacific Triennial, conversion 
of artists but from different times and periods. How you think of Imran Qureshi in the 90s in Australia, is very different to how we 
see Imran Qureshi in the Sharjah Biennial, a decade later. The same artists, but you know it can be interesting to see how those 
trajectories are tabled and how artists make work in a different place for a different reason. And perhaps they are able to make 
those works in one place but not in another and give voice in a way that is not possible in certain places.

RI: Well, at the beginning I came to Bangladesh to see the art scene, and what the art world was like there in the 90s. Only the 
Asian Art Biennial, which was organised by the Shilpakala Academy, existed and now there is the Dhaka Art Summit, it is quite dif-
ferent. I don’t feel like I am in Bangladesh right now. It’s like somewhere else, some other country. Lots of foreigners. I’ve never seen 
lots of foreigners in the Asian Art Biennial organised by the Shilpakala Academy. My biggest feeling here is, this is somewhere else 
in Bangladesh, not the Bangladesh I saw in the 90s. I wanted to ask the National Museum director if they collect out of the Asian 
Art Biennale…

RK: When I first went as a Fulbright scholar to California and was at the Mill’s Collage program, I was the only brown person, and 
Asia was referred as China and Japan most times, and India was referred in the past, the past glories of India, everything pre-Mod-
ern. Nothing about Modern and Contemporary was ever talked about. So, of course, the Asian Art Museum was doing things in the 
mid-90s. But this was generally the impression and when we presented papers there, it really seemed to them that these paradoxes 
or questions and concerns that India was grappling with, was not known. So this was one interesting thing. Then I went to Fukuoka, 
and the earlier I went to Fukuoka, and even there, what is Asia and very different kinds of practices came through. The idea that we 
have shared histories and yet we are so different from one another politically, economically and socially, was something that was 
discussed. I feel this whole thing about South East Asia or South Asia is there because there are differences, and I think they just 
help you to really look at something in a particular region, in a very focused way.

SHAQ: I’m not going to answer your question but I’m going to comment on the other two answers. For me, Hammad, when you said 
about writing our own histories, that’s kind of what we are trying to do at Sharjah Art Foundation. There are not many institutions 
in the Middle East, that are active or have funding or are not in a war situation, so we are very lucky, but at the same time have a 
huge responsibility on our shoulders. And for us writing our histories, we’ve been working on conferences and publications and 
exhibitions on different histories. For example, the exhibition on Sudanese Modernity, Sudan Modernism, and till today I’ve been re-
searching with Salah Hassan from Cornell University, working with him as well as the American University of Cairo on an exhibition 
as well as the conference we just had on Egyptian surrealism. So all of these are writing our histories, rather than having the West 
write our own histories, and having them in our language as well. And I think that is something that is important. So for me it is not 
only about our region, because how do you define our region? Are we Arab? Are we Middle East? Are we Middle East North Af-
rica? Or, are we Middle East North Africa South Asia? So it is always very, very complex. And the more that we can do, the more we 
can contribute to art history in terms of us being the ‘other’. It’s really very, very important then to have, not his-story but our-story.
 
And another comment was on the idea of things that can be said, like you said things can be said in certain places and not in others. 
A project, an artwork from Sharjah Biennial 10 commission that I always refer to, that sums Sharjah up, was a work by Rayyane Tabet 
called Home on Neutral Ground. And for me that really sums up what Sharjah is. The focus of this project was the Sharjah cricket 
stadium which was a place. It was a neutral ground for India and Pakistan to play cricket. Emiratis don’t play cricket but Sharjah is 
very famous for cricket and everybody plays cricket, but it’s always the South Asian community that plays cricket in Sharjah. And 
years later, Dubai built a bigger cricket stadium, as things happen, bigger and better. So this cricket stadium was abandoned. But 



it later became the National cricket stadium for the Afghani National team. So there it is. It’s a home on neutral ground. And for us, 
the Sharjah Art Foundation really likes to focus on these kind of stories and these histories that are not really things that you would 
read in history books, but they are people’s stories. And artists from all over the world, coming to do things that are site-specific, 
and researching Sharjah histories through stories is also very important for us. In a way we are writing our histories through artist’s 
works by commissioning site-specific works or new works for Biennials. 

BR: Thank you so much. 

RK: Can I add something? I totally agree with you. In fact, I think the focus of the Museum is kept on India and the Sub-continent is 
also because, I think it is important what she said in terms of writing our own histories. Also, we need to look very closely at what we 
are doing. As a curator, and also somebody who is with a museum, I’ve been constantly thinking about certain ‘given’ frameworks 
and ‘given’ theoretical constructs, and there is a need to question them. Where do these givens come from and whether they are 
valid enough for us. And also to look beyond the usual suspects. You want to open this up. You want to open the ground. You want 
to dig deeper, your home ground, and you want to write your own histories and understand that it is not something which is limited 
to four names and ten names, but there is much more happening and there are many more ways of really learning and looking at 
what is happening in India and the Sub-continent.

BR: Thank you, the Dhaka Art Summit and Diana for bringing together this wonderful group of people and all these wonderful 
ideas. There are wonderful words that stick to my mind : national but also the infrastructure of knowledge. And I think this place, 
somewhere in Bangladesh, has started an infrastructure of knowledge production, which is amazing, and really an open place also 
to develop further.
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